Laparoscopic Suturing
Akira Shirane

Introduction
Energy devices have advanced dramatically over the past decade,
decreasing a surgeon’s reliance on laparoscopic suturing, however
for complex surgeries, suturing skill remains vitally important.
Vascular, bowel and urinary tract injuries necessitate skilled repair
using suture. Severe adhesions, malignancy and deeply invasive
endometriosis increase the risk of injury and bleeding, necessitating
advanced suturing techniques. Advanced skills enable the surgeon
to overcome these situations safely.
Laparoscopic surgery requires a perfect command of long shafted
instruments, an economy of motion and different haptic sensation.
The visual perspective is altered from laparotomic anatomy.
Delivery of needles and suture into the abdominal cavity may also
present a challenge. Finally, the landscape of anatomy and disease
may demand a variety of suturing techniques to effectively control
bleeding, restore anatomy or repair injuries.
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General principles
This chapter presents a stylistic approach to
advanced laparoscopic suturing.








Strategy for port placement
Instrumentation
Needle entry into abdomen
Basic suturing tips
Suture ligation
Needle handling and positioning
Seven techniques for laparoscopic surgeon’s knot

Cannula placement
The ‘Modified Diamond Configuration’ for cannula placement in
benign surgical cases is ideal. One port is placed few centimeter
above between pubic bone at the midline, one at the umbilicus and
two, bilateral just medial to the anterior superior iliac spine. For
complex or malignant cases, a modified diamond configuration plus
one cannula for manipulation and exposure are best.
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Figure 1. Modified Diamond Configuration
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Figure 2. Modified diamond configuration plus one cannula for
additional retraction and manipulation is ideal for complex cases.
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Figure 3. Cannula placement for para-aortic lymphadenectomy via
the left retro-peritoneal approach: Following lymph node dissection
two cannulas on right and center lower abdomen may be added.
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Instruments and suture
The surgeon uses a straight needle driver or grasper with the
dominant hand and a dissector with the non-dominant hand. Some
surgeons may prefer to use 2 needle drivers, however this may
compromise tissue handling.
For training purposes, a curved needle with absorbable suture is
preferred. Surgical cases will demand different suture based on
structure and anatomy.
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Needle Entry
There are four ways to introduce a curved needle into the abdomen.
Through a port site
Surgeon may insert a less than 48mm curved needle through a 5mm incision directly into cavity.
The suture is grasped 2 cm above the swedge of the needle and
introduced directly through a 5-mm incision. While introducing the
needle, an assistant monitors laparoscopically to avoid injury.

Figure 4 . The needle is introduced directly through the abdominal
incision (port site).
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Figure 5. Grasp the suture 2 cm above the swedge and insert
through the incision under direct visualization with the laparoscope.
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Transvaginal approach
Following colpotomy, the needle may be advanced into the
abdomen through the vagina. Vaginal preparation is performed at
the onset of all cases to prevent infection. Some surgeons may
prefer to use a protective tube in the vagina, however this is not
always necessary. Needles may then be removed, following cuff
closure, with one of the other methods of entry.
Figure 6. Introduce the needle into the abdomen through the
vagina before closing the vaginal cuff.
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Through the cannula
Curved needles smaller than 36 mm may be passed through the 12mm cannula sleeve.
The suture is grasped 2 cm above the swedge of the needle and
introduced directly through the cannula.
Figure 7.

Grasp the suture 2 cm above the swedge of the needle and

insert through a 12 mm cannula.
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Through the abdominal wall
When a larger needle is required, it may be inserted percutaeously
through the abdominal wall. The suprapubic area generally has
less fat and is suitable for insertion of the needle.
Figure 8. The suprapubic area is generally thinner and suitable for
needle entry.
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Basic Suturing Tips
“Move the Ground”
“Move the ground” means to change the location of targeted organs
or tissues in order to suture them more efficiently. In laparoscopic
surgery, forceps-motion is considerably limited compared with open
surgery. In addition, the work space may be deep and narrow.
Bringing the target organs or tissues into a more optimal position by
having an assistant manipulate and orient the tissue optimizes the
best suturing techniques.
“Move the Ground” is one of the most important secrets to
suturing quickly and precisely.
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“Grab a Needle and a Thread”
In laparoscopic surgery, there may be a loss of depth or perspective.
In open cases, the needle is held perpendicular to the needle driver,
however in laparoscopic surgery, it may be difficult to achieve this
due to the altered perspective.
One can check whether the angle is correct by rotating the needle
driver with a needle. Alternatively one can hold it vertically by
twisting your needle driver just before closing blade of driver.

Figure 9. When grasping the needle, turn the wrist toward the tip
of the needle to grasp it vertically.
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Figure 10. Hold the needle vertically with the grasper.
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Suture management
1) Always work within a specified small area. “Pull a thread,
grab a needle” means to bring the suture and needle into a
confined work-space, rather than using a large area while
suturing..
Figure 11. The tips of the forceps should work within a small
circle as much as possible.
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2) Move the forceps linearly to “grab” a suture or a needle.
Figure 12. To avoid missing the needle or suture, move the
forceps linearly away from the body.
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3) While “reeling” or drawing the suture, monitor the short tail
more than the length of suture to avoid the short end pulling
through.
Figure 13. Always watch the short tail while drawing or reeling
the suture.
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4) When reeling in the suture, pull it with a long “stride.”
Figure 14. Reel the suture with a long stride.
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Ligation
Suture ligation, or knot tying, consists of three elements; 1)
Creating a straight length of suture, 2) Throwing a loop, and 3)
Securing the knot.
1) Making the suture straight
There are two ways to make a suture straight. One is the “The
Pyramid position”, the other is the “Mt. Fuji position”.
There are two ways to wind a suture to create a loop for a knot. One
is by using a needle driver; the other is by using a dissector.
The “Pyramid position” is suitable for winding the suture with a
needle driver.
Align the suture and needle holder and wind the suture by twisting
the needle holder with the straightened thread as the axis.
Mt. Fuji position is optimal for winding a loop with a dissector.
Maintain the angle between a needle holder and the suture, and use
the dissector or forceps to wind the thread around the needle holder.
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Figure 15.

The Pyramid position.
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Figure 16 . Winding the loop.

Figure 17. Mt.Fuji position.
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2) Winding the loop
An ideal loop is created by taking a suture with a dissector and
looping the suture around the needle driver. This is ideally
achieved with a short tail and a big loop.
Daily training of circulating a dissector clockwise and
counterclockwise alternately more and more quickly without
scratching the instruments together will train the surgeon to throw
elegant knots.
Figure 18. Make a throw around the shaft of the needle driver just
in front of a short tail.

3) Tighten the knot firmly
Feel the haptic sensation and use a sliding knot and surgeon’s knot
effectively.
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Handling the needle
In laparoscopic surgeries, Surgeons must be able to correctly grasp
a needle at a perpendicular angle. Correct and quick grasping
techniques are needed.

Grasping techniques
Direct
One can change the direction of a needle by using a dissector to
adjust it and regrasping the needle with the needle driver. Use both
instruments to correctly adjust the angle to 90 degrees.
Figure 19. Changing the angle of the needle may be done by
rotating the wrist to grasp at an ideal right angle.
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“Dancing Needle”
1. Hold the thread 15 mm above the swedge of the needle with a
needle driver.
2. Grasp the middle of the needle gently with a dissector.
3. Pull the thread by the needle driver to adjust the needle to the
proper angle.
Figure 20 . Hold the suture 15 mm above the swedge of the needle
with a needle driver.
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Figure 21 . Grasp the middle of the needle gently with a dissector.

Figure 22. Pull the thread by the needle driver to adjust the needle
to the proper angle.
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Dancing Needle 2
1. Hold the suture 15 mm above the swedge of the needle with a
dissector.
2. Grasp the needle gently near the tip with a needle driver.
3. Using the dissector, pull the suture to adjust the angle of the
needle the desired angle.
Figure 23. Hold the suture 15 mm above the swedge of the needle
with a dissector.
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Figure 24. Grasp the needle gently with a needle driver.

Figure 25. Pull the suture with the dissector to adjust the angle of
the needle.
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“Wake me up”
Insert the needle driver with its tip open between a needle and the
tissue below. Then, close the tip slowly while pushing the tissue
away from the needle.
Figures 26. Gently push the underlying tissue with an open needle
driver and grasp the needle.
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Stab
Stick a needle into non-vascular area of peritoneum to change the
direction of needle by drawing the suture to adjust the angle.
Figures 27. Gently stick the needle into a non-vascular area to
adjust the angle of the needle.
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“Roll”
Pick up the suture with the needle driver and roll it to adjust the
needle to the desired right-angle position.
Figure 28. Roll the suture to adjust the angle.
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Swallow Flight
Change the direction of the needle by swinging the dissector
holding the needle
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Seven Techniques for Laproscopic Surgeon’s Knot
The Surgeon’s Knot is one of the most important techniques for
ligating tissues securely. After the first loop is thrown, a second loop
is wound in the same direction before grasping the tail and securing
the knot.
A square knot is a double loop in which the first throw is around a
needle-driver’s shaft clockwise and the second throw around the
needle-driver’s shaft counterclockwise. This creates a knot that
allows for sliding versatility along the suture.
Below are seven techniques for laparoscopic surgeon’s knots. We
recommend mastering all of the techniques to add depth of security
for complex cases. Each of the following techniques aids the
surgeon in skillfully completing the second loop of a surgeon’s
knot.
“Moon walk”
After the first loop, touch the tip of the needle driver onto the tissue
so the suture will not to slip out while winding the second loop.
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Figures 29. Touch the tip of the needle driver onto the tissue so the
suture does not slip while winding the second loop.
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Barber King
After making the first loop around the grasper’s shaft, lift the first
loop up and drop the loop down to make a second throw.
By lifting the loop up and dropping down the grasper, you can make
it stay to make a space for the second loop.
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“Give me some more”
After making the first loop, grasp and pull the suture with the
needle-driver to make enough length for the second loop.
Figure 30. Grasp and pull the suture with the needle-driver to make
enough length for the second loop
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“Thumbs up”
After the first loop around the needle-driver’s shaft, open the tip of
grasper so the suture cannot slip down, and make the second loop.

Figure 31. Open the tip of grasper so the suture cannot slip down,
and make the second loop.

“Funky fishing”
After the first loop around the needle driver’s shaft, reel the suture
with the dissector using the needle-driver as a fulcrum to make
enough length for the second loop.
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Figures 32. Reel the suture with the dissector using the needledriver as a fulcrum to make enough length for the second loop.
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“Screw Driver”
Straighten the suture in the Pyramid style (see the previous section)
and throw the thread by moving the needle-driver.
Figure 33. Coil the suture around the grasper.
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“Twisting the night away”
After throwing the first loop, twist the tip of a dissector to easily
make the second loop.

Figures 34.Rotate the dissector to more easily throw the second
loop.
(Clockwise)
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(Counterclockwise)
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Sliding Knot Techniques
“Sliding Knot” is a convenient method for ligating tissues securely
by sliding the knot along the suture. Before securing the knot, make
a square knot as shown above.

Make a square knot (as shown above).
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2 Release the lock of the knot by a dissector.
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3 Slide the knot to the ligation point and secure the tissues.

One hand slip knot by a grasper
1 Make a square knot not to be locked the knot.
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2 Pull the long tail toward the cannula of a grasper so as to tighten
the loop.
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One hand slip knot by a dissector
1 Make a square knot without tightening the knot.
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2 Pull the long tail toward the cannula of a dissector so as to tighten
the loop.
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Training
Intracorporeal suture tying is difficult and requires practice. We
recommend that daily practice of 20 minutes morning and evening
to develop greater skill and precision. The phrase “Think Globally,
Act Locally” is also important during suturing. That means the one
should always overlook whole pelvis while working at a specific
location.
Training tasks
#1 Reel a suture as quickly as possible
Always work in a specified small area. But, reel the suture with a
big stride.
Always watch not a long tail but a short tail of the suture while
reeling.
#2 Throw a suture clockwise and counterclockwise alternately.
Do this task so as not to scratch forceps against each other and as
quickly as possible at least 20 consecutive times.
#3 Continuous stitching
Make a habit that you stick the needle in a training pad at a one
push by a grasper and stick that out by a dissector at a time.
Imaging myomectomy, practice 10 consecutive times smoothly
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動画配信 YouTube
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=g6dv-EbXkkg&t=27s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tWeR9goEow4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rKpPhyCuNPg
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